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This new international edition provides increased coverage of the procedures for estimating the cost of capital, expanded
coverage of risk management techniques and the use and misuse of derivatives, and additional coverage of agency
problems.
Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, Jaffe and Jordan was written to convey the most important corporate finance
concepts and applications as a level that is approachable to the widest possible audience. The concise format,
managerial context and design, and student-friendly writing style are key attributes in this text. We took the best from
RWJ Fundamentals and RWJ Corporate to create a book that fits an underserved need in the market. RWJJ Core
Principles strikes a balance by introducing and covering the essentials, while leaving more specialized topics to follow-up
courses. This text distills the subject of corporate finance down to its core, while also maintaining a deciding modern
approach. The well-respected author team is known for their clear, accessible presentation of material that makes this
text an excellent teaching tool.
Taking an international perspective to corporate finance, the latest edition of Corporate Finance and Investment is a
highly-regarded and established text for students who want to understand the principles of corporate finance and develop
the key tools to apply it. The ninth edition has been revised to include topical issues in valuation, working capital, capital
structure, the dividend decision, Islamic finance, risk and risk management, and behavioural finance. With its focus on
strategic issues of finance in a business setting, this text uses the latest financial and accounting data, articles and
research papers to effectively demonstrate how, and to what extent, the theory can be applied to practical issues in
corporate finance.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance, by Brealey, Myers and Marcus, provides students with a solid framework of theory
and application to use well after they complete the course. This author team is known for their outstanding research,
teaching efforts, and world-renowned finance textbooks, so it's no surprise that they provide clear exposition of difficult
material without sacrificing up-to-date, technically correct treatments. And with the Ninth Edition, McGraw-Hill’s
Connect® empowers students by continually adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how
they need it, so your class time is more engaging and effective.
This package includes a physical copy of Corporate Finance and Investment: Decisions and Strategies, 7/e by Richard
Pike, Bill Neale and Philip Linsley, as well as access to the eText and MyFinanceLab. Corporate Finance and
Investments, now in its seventh edition, is a popular and well-regarded text for students of corporate finance. The text
takes a practical approach, focusing on the strategic issues of finance in a business setting. With clear and accessible
language and an international perspective, the seventh edition will provide students with both essential knowledge of
corporate finance and the tools to apply it.
Revised edition of Foundations of finance, 2014.
Essentials of Corporate Finance by Ross, Westerfield, and Jordan is written to convey the most important concepts and
principles of corporate finance at a level that is approachable for a wide audience. The authors retain their modern
approach to finance, but have distilled the subject down to the essential topics in 18 chapters. They believe that
understanding the “why” is just as important, if not more so, than understanding the “how,” especially in an introductory
course.
Corporate Finance: The Basics is a concise introduction to the inner workings of finance at the company level. It aims to take the
fear out of corporate finance and add the fun in, presenting the subject in a way that is simple to grasp and easy to digest. Its aim
is to explain – and demystify – the essential ideas of corporate finance, avoiding the heavy use of maths and formulae. The
calculations and figures in the book are purely to illustrate fundamental concepts, appealing to readers’ common sense, rather
than stretch their ability to do "number-crunching". Topics covered include: Financial statements through the corporate finance
lens How to make investment decisions Cash versus profit Net working capital management How to determine the value of a
business Through the use of a subject map, this book explains how the key components of the subject are connected with each
other, strengthening the reader’s understanding. This book is the ideal introduction for anyone looking for a short yet scholarly
overview of corporate finance.
The Solutions Manual, prepared by Bruce Swensen of Adelphi University, contains solutions to all end of chapter problems for
easy reference.
An Introduction to Corporate Finance provides the reader with a complete overview of Corporate Finance from perspective of the
investment Banker. The author, a corporate trainer and former investment banker clarifies the role of the investment banker in
numerous corporate finance transactions, including mergers & acquisitions, IPO's, and valuation. Given today's corporate climate,
every student studying corporate finance and those working in the field need this book to sharpen their skill set.
A discussion-based learning approach to corporate finance fundamentals Lessons in Corporate Finance explains the
fundamentals of the field in an intuitive way, using a unique Socratic question and answer approach. Written by award-winning
professors at M.I.T. and Tufts, this book draws on years of research and teaching to deliver a truly interactive learning experience.
Each case study is designed to facilitate class discussion, based on a series of increasingly detailed questions and answers that
reinforce conceptual insights with numerical examples. Complete coverage of all areas of corporate finance includes capital
structure and financing needs along with project and company valuation, with specific guidance on vital topics such as ratios and
pro formas, dividends, debt maturity, asymmetric information, and more. Corporate finance is a complex field composed of a broad
variety of sub-disciplines, each involving a specific skill set and nuanced body of knowledge. This text is designed to give you an
intuitive understanding of the fundamentals to provide a solid foundation for more advanced study. Identify sources of funding and
corporate capital structure Learn how managers increase the firm's value to shareholders Understand the tools and analysis
methods used for allocation Explore the five methods of valuation with free cash flow to firm and equity Navigating the intricate
operations of corporate finance requires a deep and instinctual understanding of the broad concepts and practical methods used
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every day. Interactive, discussion-based learning forces you to go beyond memorization and actually apply what you know,
simultaneously developing your knowledge, skills, and instincts. Lessons in Corporate Finance provides a unique opportunity to go
beyond traditional textbook study and gain skills that are useful in the field.
Adopting an innovative, open-learning approach to introduce the main principles of financial management in an accessible, nontechnical way, this fully updated fifth edition provides a unique focus on the practical application of financial management and its
role in decision making.New to this edition: Expanded coverage of key topics such as financing the business Increased coverage
of corporate governance issues Even more real-world examples to help illustrate the practical application and importance of the
topics discussed Financial statements throughout based on the latest International Accounting Standards Full-colour design,
packed with pedagogical features, providing an original learning experience Key features: Written in a unique, ‘open learning'
style Clear explanations and minimal technical jargon to aid understanding -no previous knowledge of financial management is
assumed Based on a solid foundation of theory, but focusing throughout on its value for decision making Covering all the main
areas of financial management in sufficient detail to provide a good grasp of the subject Numerous examples, activities and
exercises throughout, allowing the reader to test his/her knowledge at frequent intervalsFully supported by a comprehensive range
of student and lecturer learning resources, Financial Management for Decision Makers is ideal for undergraduates from a nonfinance/accounting discipline taking an introductory module in financial management, and postgraduate/postexperience students
on courses such as the ACCA Diploma in Financial Management, Diploma in Management Studies and MBA programmes. The
text is also suitable for finance and accounting students as a foundation for further study.Peter Atrillis a freelance academic and
author working with leading institutions in the UK, Europe and SE Asia. He has previously held posts as Head of Business and
Management and Head of Accounting and Law at University of Plymouth Business School.
This custom edition is specifically published for Australian National University.
Detailed and informed selection of cases illustrating the development of the body of law surrounding corporate finance, including
text and explanatory materials. Includes detailed sections analyzing the significance of cases and their points of law.
Merging theory and practice into a comprehensive,highly-anticipated text Corporate Finance continues its legacy as one of the
mostpopular financial textbooks, with well-established content from adiverse and highly respected author team. Unique in its
features,this valuable text blends theory and practice with a direct,succinct style and commonsense presentation. Readers will
beintroduced to concepts in a situational framework, followed by adetailed discussion of techniques and tools. This latest
editionincludes new information on venture finance and debt structuring,and has been updated throughout with the most recent
statisticaltables. The companion website provides statistics, graphs, charts,articles, computer models, and classroom tools, and
the freemonthly newsletter keeps readers up to date on the latesthappenings in the field. The authors have generously
madethemselves available for questions, promising an answer inseventy-two hours. Emphasizing how key concepts relate to realworld situations iswhat makes Corporate Finance a valuable reference with realrelevance to the professional and student alike.
Readers will gaininsight into the methods and tools that shape the industry,allowing them to: Analyze investments with regard to
hurdle rates, cash flows,side costs, and more Delve into the financing process and learn the tools andtechniques of valuation
Understand cash dividends and buybacks, spinoffs, anddivestitures Explore the link between valuation and corporate finance As
the global economy begins to recover, access to the mostcurrent information and statistics will be required. To remainrelevant in
the evolving financial environment, practitioners willneed a deep understanding of the mechanisms at work. CorporateFinance
provides the expert guidance and detailed explanationsfor those requiring a strong foundational knowledge, as well asmore
advanced corporate finance professionals.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) is written with one strongly held principle– that corporate finance
should be developed and taught in terms of a few integrated, powerful ideas. As such, there are three basic themes that are the
central focus of the book: 1) An emphasis on intuition—underlying ideas are discussed in general terms and then by way of
examples that illustrate in more concrete terms how a financial manager might proceed in a given situation. 2) A unified valuation
approach—net present value (NPV) is treated as the basic concept underlying corporate finance. Every subject covered is firmly
rooted in valuation, and care is taken to explain how particular decisions have valuation effects. 3) A managerial focus—the authors
emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The
Ninth Edition continues the tradition of excellence that has earned Fundamentals of Corporate Finance its status as market leader.
Every chapter has been updated to provide the most current examples that reflect corporate finance in today’s world. The
supplements package has been updated and improved, and with the new Excel Master online tool, student and instructor support
has never been stronger. The Alternate Edition includes 6 more chapters than the Standard Edition.
This book is a celebration of ideas: how they happen and their sometimes unintended results. Johnson shows how simple
scientific breakthroughs have driven other discoveries through the network of ideas and innovations that made each finding
possible. He traces important inventions through ancient and contemporary history, unlocking tales of unsung heroes and radical
revolutions that changed the world and the way we live in it
Principles of Corporate Finance is the worldwide leading text that describes the theory and practice of corporate finance.
Throughout the book the authors show how managers use financial theory to solve practical problems and as a way of learning
how to respond to change by showing not just how but why companies and management act as they do. The text is
comprehensive, authoritative, and modern and yet the material is presented at a common sense level. The discussions and
illustrations are unique due to the depth of detail blended with a distinct sense of humor for which the book is well known and
highly regarded. This text is a valued reference for thousands of practicing financial managers.
Aswath Damodaran, distinguished author, Professor of Finance, and David Margolis, Teaching Fellow at the NYU Stern School of
Business, have delivered the newest edition of Applied Corporate Finance. This readable text provides the practical advice
students and practitioners need rather than a sole concentration on debate theory, assumptions, or models. Like no other text of
its kind, Applied Corporate Finance, 4th Edition applies corporate finance to real companies. It now contains six real-world core
companies to study and follow. Business decisions are classified for students into three groups: investment, financing, and
dividend decisions.
Judging by the sheer number of papers reviewed in this Handbook, the empirical analysis of firms’ financing and investment
decisions—empirical corporate finance—has become a dominant field in financial economics. The growing interest in everything
“corporate is fueled by a healthy combination of fundamental theoretical developments and recent widespread access to large
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transactional data bases. A less scientific—but nevertheless important—source of inspiration is a growing awareness of the
important social implications of corporate behavior and governance. This Handbook takes stock of the main empirical findings to
date across an unprecedented spectrum of corporate finance issues, ranging from econometric methodology, to raising capital and
capital structure choice, and to managerial incentives and corporate investment behavior. The surveys are written by leading
empirical researchers that remain active in their respective areas of interest. With few exceptions, the writing style makes the
chapters accessible to industry practitioners. For doctoral students and seasoned academics, the surveys offer dense roadmaps
into the empirical research landscape and provide suggestions for future work. *The Handbooks in Finance series offers a broad
group of outstanding volumes in various areas of finance *Each individual volume in the series should present an accurate selfcontained survey of a sub-field of finance *The series is international in scope with contributions from field leaders the world over
The banking industry affects the welfare of every other industry and the economy. Banks are the leaders of the financial-services
industry as a whole, however, financial-service competitors are now challenging them more than ever before. Bank Management
and Financial Services is designed to help students master established management principles and to confront the perplexing
issues of risk, regulation, technology, and competition that bankers and other financial-service managers see as their greatest
challenges for the future.
From the Vault Career Library covering the basics of financial statements, fit portion of interviews and equity and debt valuation techniques in
a step-by-step process.
The number one guide to corporate valuation is back and better than ever Thoroughly revised and expanded to reflect business conditions in
today's volatile global economy, Valuation, Fifth Edition continues the tradition of its bestselling predecessors by providing up-to-date insights
and practical advice on how to create, manage, and measure the value of an organization. Along with all new case studies that illustrate how
valuation techniques and principles are applied in real-world situations, this comprehensive guide has been updated to reflect new
developments in corporate finance, changes in accounting rules, and an enhanced global perspective. Valuation, Fifth Edition is filled with
expert guidance that managers at all levels, investors, and students can use to enhance their understanding of this important discipline.
Contains strategies for multi-business valuation and valuation for corporate restructuring, mergers, and acquisitions Addresses how you can
interpret the results of a valuation in light of a company's competitive situation Also available: a book plus CD-ROM package
(978-0-470-42469-8) as well as a stand-alone CD-ROM (978-0-470-42457-7) containing an interactive valuation DCF model Valuation, Fifth
Edition stands alone in this field with its reputation of quality and consistency. If you want to hone your valuation skills today and improve
them for years to come, look no further than this book.
Fundamentals of Corporate Finance's applied perspective cements students' understanding of the modern-day core principles by equipping
students with a problem-solving methodology and profiling real-life financial management practices--all within a clear valuation framework.
KEY TOPICS: Corporate Finance and the Financial Manager;Introduction to Financial Statement Analysis;The Valuation Principle: The
Foundation of Financial Decision Making;The Time Value of Money;Interest Rates;Bonds;Valuing Stocks;Investment Decision
Rules;Fundamentals of Capital Budgeting;Risk and Return in Capital Markets;Systematic Risk and the Equity Risk Premium;Determining the
Cost of Capital;Risk and the Pricing of Options;Raising Equity Capital;Debt Financing;Capital Structure;Payout Policy;Financial Modeling and
Pro Forma Analysis;Working Capital Management;Short-Term Financial Planning;Risk Management;International Corporate Finance;
Leasing;Mergers and Acquisitions;Corporate Governance MARKET: Appropriate for Undergraduate Corporate Finance courses.
Gain a solid understanding of real-world corporate finance and financial management with a unique balance of contemporary theory and
practical applications found in the leading FUNDAMENTALS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT, CONCISE EDITION 9E by Brigham/Houston.
Engaging and easy to understand, this complete introduction to corporate finance emphasizes the concept of valuation throughout and Time
Value of Money (TVM) early, giving you time to absorb the concepts fully. Numerous examples, end-of-chapter applications, and Integrated
Cases give you a better understanding of the concepts and reasons behind corporate budgeting, financing, and working capital decision
making. In addition, Excel Spreadsheet Models help you master this critical software tool. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Motivate your students to study finance by focusing on its five underlying principles. Foundations of Finance enables students to see the big
picture by helping them understand the logic that drives finance rather than having them memorize formulas. The seventh edition now
includes Cautionary Tales, a reordered presentation, and integration with Pearson's revolutionary online software, MyFinanceLab.
The sixth edition of Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues its tradition of excellence ensuring the focus remains on key principles. To
accommodate courses which include coverage across a wider range of topics, the authors provide additional chapters about Leasing,
Mergers and Acquisitions online. Fundamentals of Corporate Finance strives to present the material in a way that makes it coherent and easy
to understand. Finance Prep Courses allow students to view a video to refresh topics, and then answer questions to test their understanding.
This product gives lecturers more time in class to cover finance topics, and ensures that students do not get left behind. In addition to
providing students with relevant, realistic problem-solving tools, Fundamentals of Corporate Finance has the benefit of the most current and
relevant research in finance.
Now in a Tenth Canadian Edition, Ross Fundamentals of Corporate Finance continues its tradition of excellence as a market leader. Known
for its approach, Ross focuses on three powerful ideas which are integrated throughout -- emphasis on intuition, unified valuation approach,
and managerial emphasis giving students a solid foundation in business and finance. The Tenth Edition has been updated to provide current,
real world examples, and a wealth of new problem material.
Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing
contemporary examples to make the theory come to life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of
integrated and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance:
arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to explain
corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The Tenth Edition includes many exciting new research findings as well as an
enhanced Connect Finance, now with even more student learning resources. Connect is the only integrated learning system that empowers
students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need, when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is
more engaging and effective.
The best-selling Fundamentals of Corporate Finance (FCF) is written with one strongly held principle - that corporate finance should be
developed and taught in terms of a few integrated, powerful ideas. As such, there are three basic themes that are the central focus of the
book: an emphasis on intuition - underlying ideas are discussed in general terms and then by way of examples that illustrate in more concrete
terms how a financial manager might proceed in a given situation; a unified valuation approach - net present value (NPV) is treated as the
basic concept underlying corporate finance. Every subject covered is firmly rooted in valuation, and care is taken to explain how particular
decisions have valuation effects; and, a managerial focus - the authors emphasize the role of the financial manager as decision maker, and
they stress the need for managerial input and judgment. The ninth edition continues the tradition of excellence that has earned Fundamentals
of Corporate Finance its status as market leader. Every chapter has been updated to provide the most current examples that reflect corporate
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finance in today's world. The supplements package has been updated and improved, and with the new Excel Master online tool, student and
instructor support has never been stronger. The Alternate Edition includes 6 more chapters than the Standard Edition.
Corporate Finance, by Ross, Westerfield, and Jaffe emphasizes the modern fundamentals of the theory of finance, while providing
contemporary examples to make the theory come to life. The authors aim to present corporate finance as the working of a small number of
integrated and powerful intuitions, rather than a collection of unrelated topics. They develop the central concepts of modern finance:
arbitrage, net present value, efficient markets, agency theory, options, and the trade-off between risk and return, and use them to explain
corporate finance with a balance of theory and application. The well-respected author team is known for their clear, accessible presentation of
material that makes this text an excellent teaching tool. The ninth edition has been fully updated to reflect the recent financial crisis and is
now accompanied by Connect, an exciting new homework management system.
Essentials of Corporate FinanceMcGraw-Hill Education
The workbook to accompany Corporate Finance: A Practical Approach, Second Edition
Using Excel as a "tool" to teach finance, Advanced Financial Analysis with Microsoft Excel is the only text on the market that integrates Excel
features with finance concepts. The text is not another "how-to" guide for Excel; instead, it uses Excel to illustrate advanced finance concepts
and to facilitate analysis, The book's practical approach to teaching financial concepts in the context of the spreadsheet program Excel
prepares students for future assignments in the corporate world. Students gain a solid understanding of the financial foundations behind the
spreadsheet construction and analysis -- not just a vague understanding of how to go through the Excel motions.
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